
Introducing Elliott Hulse, a leading figure in the
fitness realm, celebrated for his unique blend of
strength training and self-improvement. In this
ebook, we'll delve into his transformative workout
program, one that goes beyond just physical gains,
aiming to forge both mental and physical resilience.
Join Total Shape on this journey of holistic fitness.



Elliott Hulse: The Man Behind the Muscle
Before diving into his workout routine, it's essential to understand who Elliott Hulse is. A
former strongman competitor, Hulse has dedicated his life to fitness and personal
growth, inspiring millions through his YouTube channel and social media presence.

The Philosophy of Elliott's Training
Elliott Hulse's training philosophy goes beyond conventional bodybuilding. It focuses on
full-body strength, incorporating compound exercises that challenge every muscle
group. This approach ensures balanced development and functional strength.

Key Principles:

● Holistic Development: Elliott's program emphasizes the connection between
physical strength and mental fortitude.

● Compound Movements: The foundation of his workouts is built on exercises that
engage multiple muscle groups simultaneously.

Elliott Hulse's Workout Routine Breakdown
Elliott's routine is structured to maximize strength and endurance while promoting
overall health. Here's a typical week in his training program:

Monday: Full-Body Strength

● Focus on compound movements like squats, bench press, and deadlifts.
● Aim for high intensity to challenge both upper and lower body.

Tuesday: Cardiovascular Training

● Incorporate varied cardio exercises like running, cycling, or swimming.
● Enhance endurance and support muscle recovery.

Wednesday: Upper Body Emphasis

● Target the upper body with exercises like weighted pull-ups and dips.
● Maintain a balance between strength and flexibility.



Thursday: Dynamic Cardio

● Engage in high-intensity interval training for improved heart health.
● Use cardio to complement strength training.

Friday: Lower Body Focus

● Prioritize leg exercises like squats and lunges.
● Ensure proportional development and strength.

Saturday: Active Recovery

● Engage in light activities like walking or yoga.
● Focus on stretching and mobility work.

Sunday: Rest and Rejuvenation

● Allow your body to fully recover.
● Prepare mentally and physically for the upcoming week.

Nutrition and Diet: Fueling the Elliott Hulse Way
Elliott's diet plan is as integral to his program as the workouts. He advocates for a
balanced diet rich in organic foods, with a focus on macronutrients that support muscle
growth and recovery.

Key Dietary Components:

● Organic Foods: Prioritize organic produce for optimal health benefits.
● Balanced Macros: Ensure a healthy balance of proteins, carbs, and fats.
● Hydration: Stay well-hydrated to support overall health and workout performance.

Supplements for Enhanced Performance
While Elliott emphasizes getting nutrients from whole foods, he also recognizes the role
of supplements in a fitness regimen.



Recommended Supplements:

● Omega-3s: For inflammation reduction and improved recovery.
● Creatine: To boost strength and reduce fatigue.
● Super Greens: To fill nutritional gaps, especially in micronutrients.

Conclusion: Embracing the Elliott Hulse Method

Elliott Hulse's workout program transcends mere physical fitness; it's a transformative
journey towards a more fulfilling life brought to you by Total Shape. Through his holistic
approach, you'll not only build physical strength but also develop mental fortitude and
emotional resilience. This comprehensive lifestyle choice encompasses not just
exercise routines but also mindfulness, nutrition, and personal development, offering a
path to an enhanced sense of overall well-being. Embracing Elliott Hulse's philosophy
can empower you to unlock your true potential, both inside and outside the gym, leading
to a more balanced and fulfilling existence.
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